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ABSTRACT 

This report presents &n ev~luatton of the need for priority treatments 

for high ... occupa,ncy vehtcles on Interstate 10 tn E1 Paso? Texas. The study 

addresses a 24,9..:JT~ile sectton (')f r0adway from Americas Avenue (H1 375) on 

the east to Mese\ Street (us,..ao, SH-20) on the west, Applicable priority 

treatments and the anticipated effectiveness of those treatments to the year 

2000 were identified. 

Key Words: Priority Treatment, High,.Occupancy Vehicles, Priority Entry, 
Exclusive Busways. 
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SU~1MARY 

This study evaluates the need for priority treatment for high .. occupancy 

vehicles (HOVs) on Interstate 10 in El Paso. Given present operating conditions, 

a need for priority measures does not exist at this time. 

Level-of-Service (LOS) C conditions or better exist on both I-10 East 

and I-10 West for a significant portion of the peak period; LOS D conditions 

are experienced regularly on short sections of I~10 East, as well as,occasional 

LOS E. The rapid growth of the last decade is expected to continue through th~ 

1980s, and taper off s-omewhat during the 1990s. Traffic volumes approaching 

150,000 vehicles per day (vpd) on I-10 East and 125,000 vpd on I-10 West are 

expected by the year 2000. No major freeway improvements are programmed. 

By the late 1980s, a need for low-cost, short implementation time 

improvements is anticipated for both freeway sections. Priority entry for 

HOVs (buses, vanpools, and carpools) appears to be the preferred alternative. 

The suggested approach includes ramp metering with priority bypass at three 

locations on I-10 East and two locations on I-10 West. These improvements 

should cost $55,000-$70,000 per ramp and require about six months to implement. 

In general, intermediate cost, intermediate implementation time HOV 

improvements begin to become effective when LOS E conditions exist for most 

of the peak hour. Although some LOS E conditions are expected on each 

freeway by the late 1990s, the duration of those conditions is not expected 

to be sufficient to justify an exclusive median HOV lane. This conclusion 

is further substantiated by utilization ·estimates that indicate that such an 

exclusive lane, if available, would serve only half as many person-trips in 

the peak hour as each of the non-priority lanes. 

Due to the implementation times associated with the priority improvements 

iii 



and the projected times until those improvements are needed, the Department 

does not need to take any immediate priority treatment actions. This report 

documents what improvements may be needed; sufficient time exists to allow 

the Department to wait to see if the need does, indeed, develop. If so, to 

the extent possible, provision of the HOV priority measures should be under

taken in conjunction with other improvements planned by the Department for 

Interstate 10. 
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XMPLEMENTATI'ON • STATEMENT . .... .. .. . - - ~ - - . 

Th"e intent of Project 205 hM been to assist the Department in planning 

a,nd implementing prtority- treatment on roadways in Texas, Historically, 

priority treatment has been considered as an alternative after the traffic 

situation has already become critical. The question then becomes what is there 

that can be done as quickly as possible. 

In the Interstate 10 corridor, the situation is not yet critical. The 

opportunity exists to identify what improvements might be needed and at what 

point in time those improveme~ts may be needed. With that information, high~ 

occupancy vehicle improvements can be planned for, and coordinated with, other 

improvements planned by the Department. This report is intended to assist 

District 24' in that planning process, 

DISCLAIMER 

The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors who are 

responsible for the opinions, findings, and conclusions presented herein. The 

contents do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of the 

Federal Highway Administration. This report does not constitute a standard, 

specification, or regulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the inception of this project in 1974, the primary intent has been 

to assist the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation in planning 

for and implementing priority treatments for high-occupancy vehicles on roadways 

in Texas. As part of this assistance, the Institute has begun to perform 

feasibility studies concerning high-occupancy vehicle treatments for specific 

urban freeways in Texas. 

The Project 205 Committee, comprised of 6 District Engineers and 3 Division 

Heads, has assisted the Institute in selecting the specific facilities to be 

evaluated. This feasibility study, which addresses Interstate 10 in El Paso, 

is the third of a series of such studies to be undertaken by Texas Transport

ation Institute. Figures 1 and 2 identify the Interstate 10 corridor study 

area. The study corridor extends 8.4 miles northwest of the central business 

district (CBD) to Mesa (US 80, SH 20) and 16.5 miles east of the CBD to 

Americas Avenue (FM 375). The cross section of Interstate 10 varies considerably 

throughout the study corridor as indicated on Figure 3. Because the freeway 

serves two separate segments of El Paso, the two sections will be referred 

to as Interstate 10 East (I-lOE) and Interstate 10 West (I-lOW). 

The intent of the feasibility studies is to identify what priority 

treatments, if any, should be considered for the time and funding levels listed 

below. 

t Short implementation time, low cost. Priority measures such as signal 
preemption and priority entry for high-occupancy vehicles are repre
sentative of this type of improvement. 

1 Intermediate implementation time, intermediate cost. Priority measures 
in this category would include contraflow lanes and one-lane median 
busways. · 
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Ftgure 1, ~ener&l LQC&tion of J:nterst&te 10 Study Corridor 
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• Long implementation time, very higncosr; .Multilane HOV facilities 
would be representatiVe of this type of 'improvement, 

Each.~f these time and funding levels is considered in this research project. 

In addition to this introductory section, this report is presented in five 

sections. The initial section defines the extent and characteristics of both 

existing and projected traffic congestion in the Interstate 10 study corridor 

and the implications this traffic congestion has concerning priority treatment. 

The second section reviews available priority treatments and identifies those 

that appear applicable, based on physical design and traffic operating patterns, 

for implementation in the study corridor. The third .section identifies the . 

number of high-occupancy vehicles that can be expected to use the priority 

treatment and estimates the effectiveness of candidate treatments based on the 

anticipated utilization. The fourth section presents conceptual designs for the 

improvements; cross sections and renderings of both existing and possible future 

conditions are presented. The final section presents the major study findings 

and recommendations. 
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TRAFFIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Interstate 10 is the major east~west route in El Paso. It provides 

access to the central business district (CBD) from both directions, as well 

as serving some of the Fort Bliss demand and a substantial amount of both 

commercial and industrial development along I-10. 

Traffic volumes approaching 110,000 vehicles per day {vpd) on the east 

side and 60,000 vpd on the west are typical of existing operation. A recent 

report (Research Report 205-7) developed preliminary congestion indices for 

19 radial freeways in Texas. In the two separate indices I-lOE was rated the 

14th and 15th most congested freeway, and I-lOW the 19th most congested 

freeway, Based on these indices, congestion in the study corridor does not 

appear critical. 

However, in the mid 70's, traffic on Interstate 10 grew at a faster rate 

(43 percent in 5 years) than on other freeways in Texas 1~ Though it is 

unlikely that ,this growth rate will be sustained, congestion-could be significant 

in the not.-too .. distant future. A substantial lead time exists between the 

time an improvement is identified and the implementation of that improvement. 

Thus, if anticipated future conditions indicate that some type of priority 

treatment will be needed, it is appropriate at this time to identify the 

nature of those needs, In this manner any other improvements made in the 

corridor can incorporate necessary provisions for future priority treatments, 

thereby minimizing unnec.essarily expensive retrofitting. 

For the purj}oses of this study, I-lOE and I-lOW are analyzed separately. 

I-lOE varies in cross section from four to ten lanes. I-lOW varies in cross 

section from six to eight lanes approaching the CBD. Any evaluation of either 

corridor must consider conditions and alternatives for each of the configurations 

shown in Fi gure.3, 

*Indicates reference number at end of text. 
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Previous research2 ,3 has indicated that low capital, short implementation 

time alternatives begin to become effective when peak-period travel volumes re

sult in ievel of service (LOS) D. Intermediate cost, intermediate implementa

tion time alternatives should begin to be effective as LOS E is reached. To be 

effective, HOV improvements must serve a significant portion of the person-trips 

through the corridor. It has been found that the conditions noted above 

(LOS D and E) would need to exist over an extended section of freeway and last 

throughout the peak hour for the treatments to represent a significant 

attraction. 3 Such improvements can then provide significant travel time ad

vant~ges for high-occupancy ~ehicles (HOVs), as we11 as increase effective road

way capacity. If the intermediate range improvements cannot accommodate the 

projected travel demands, consideration needs to be given to long-range, high

cost alternatives. This does not preclude the need for implementation of other 

operational improvements prior to the evidenced need for priority treatment. 

Traffic Volumes 

Because the cross section of I-10 varies, a level-of-service analysis based 

on ADT per lane is used to permit comparisons of expected conditions irrespec

tive of cross section. To ensure that projections of LOS D and E represent long

duration conditions, a conservative approach was taken in the computation of 

the ADT/lane that would generate each level-of-service (i.e., peak hour factor= 

1.00 and directional distribution= 50/50). If other conditions are assumed, 

different time frames will result. Peak hour level-of-serviceD nperation is 

characterized by volumes approaching 1800 vehicles per hour per lane; 2000 

vehicles/hour/lane is the upper limit of LOSE operation. An expansion of these 

peak hour values using K=8 (i.e., peak hour= 8% of daily traffic) indicates 

that long-duration LOS D conditions can be expected when the ADT/lane reaches 

22,500, and LOS E when the volumes reach 25,000 ADT/lane. A peak .... hour factor 
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of K=10 would reduce the LOS D and E capacity values by 20 percent (i.e., 18,000 

and 20,000 vpd, respectively). A peak-hour factor range of K=8 to K=10 could be 

used by the District for determining when to implement low cost priority treat

ments. Figure 4 shows estimated ADT/lane for 1980 and 2000 at selected loca

tions. Historical and projected volumes for each freeway section are shown in 

both forms (total ADT and ADT/lane) in the following portions of this report 

References to LOS D and E conditions will be made throughout this report. 

Unless noted otherwise, these estimated levels-of-service are based on the con

servative approach explained above and relate to long-duration conditions. Some 

of the illustrations used could be misconstrued as indicating that neither LOS D 

nor E will be experienced in El Paso until late in this decade. Both LOS D and 

E are experienced sporadically now, though the frequency, length of freeway 

affected, and the duration are not adequate to justify priority treatments. 

LOS D and E as used in this report refer to the long-duration (at least one hour) 

conditions under which priority treatments are effective. 

Interstate 10 East (I-10E) 

The expected future increases in traffic volumes on I-10E are relatively 

modest, perhaps because much of the growth on the east side of El Paso has 

already occurred. Short-duration level-of-service D is a reality, or at least 

imminent, on many sections of I-lOE. Historical and projected volumes for the 

various sections of I-10E are shown in Figure 5. 

The projected volumes shown in Figures 5 and 6 are based on traffic assign

ments for the years 1985 and 2000. Projections may be low because of adjust

ments of impedance in the modelling process to force a distribution of traffic 

to other arteries in the corridor other than I-10. If the model proves invalid 

(i.e., higher I-10 volumes than projected), then the magnitude and anticipated 

time frame of future problems may be underestimated. 
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Figure 4. Estimated Average Daily Traffic per Lane, 1980 and 2000. 
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Americas Avenue to McRae BZvd. 

A fairly steady increase in volume is expected in this 4 ... 1ane section 

until the mid 1980s; thereafter, a much slower growth rate is anticipated. 

Figure 6 shows that LOS 0 conditions should be anticipated by the mid 1980s, 

but that volume increases for the remainder of the century should not produce 

LOS E operation. 

McRae BZvd. to Paisano Dr. 

This six-lane section has also experienced significant growth in the last 

decade. Growth in volumes should continue at a fairly constant pace until 

2000, but at a somewhat lower rate than in recent years. LOS D conditions should 

be evident by the late 1980s (Figure 6), with the onset of LOSE conditions 

anticipated in the late 1990s. 

Paisano Dr. to CBD 

Traffic volumes on these 8- and 10-lane sections will also increase, but 

at much lower rates than the two eastern sections. Long-duration LOS D 

conditions are not expected during the next two decades. 

Priority Treatments for I-10E 

The anticipated time frame for the onset of levels of service D and E are 
t' 

shown in Table l. This summary indicates that some priority treatments may 

be appropriate from Lomaland to Paisano within this decade. The need for 

low-cost priority treatments by the mid 1980s is indicated for the four-lane 

section of I-10E. Low cost priority treatments should be applicable to the 

six-lane section from McRae to Paisano by late in the decade. A slow growth 

rate in traffic on sections west of Paisano, as is projected, indicates that 

~o programming of priority treatments is necessary. 
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Table 1. Estimated Time rrame for Low and Intermediate Cost Priority 
Treatments on I~lOE, El Paso 

Low,.,cost Intermediate-Cost 
Roadway Treatments Treatments 
Section Applicable Applicable 

/linericas Ave to 
' McRae Blvd 

(4 Lanes) - rni d 1980's None App1icable1 

McRae Blvd to 
Paisano Dr. 
(6 Lanes) late 1980's elate 1990's 

Paisano Dr to 
Copia St. 
(8 Lanes) None Applicab1e2 None Applicable1 

Copia St to 
CBD 
(1 0 Lanes) N€.me Appl icabl e2 None Applicable1 

1 LOS E operation not anticipated this century. 
2 This section should experience only intermittent and isolated operation at 

LOS D thre>ugh the· 1990s. ··.. ' 



Interstate 10 West (I-lOW) 
.. 

Figure 7> shows total historical and projected traffic volumes for the 

I-lOW corridor. The relatively modest growth to date is expected to increase 

significantly in the 1980s and 1990s. This projected growth in traffic is 

consistent with the expected residential development northeast of the !-lOW 

corridor. The Chaparral Park area is expected to produce more CBD trips than 

any other area of the city by 2000~ Many of these trips would enter !-lOW 

near the end ·of the study area. 

Projections of the anticipated onset of LOS D and E operation are shown 

in Figure 8. Estimates for K-factors of 8 and 10 are shown to indicate the 

possible range of conditions. Present peaking characteristics result in a 

K-factor near 10. If that characteristic is sustained, then a lower total 

daily traffic (18,000 ADT/lane) would produce LOS D operation in the peak. 

Mesa St. to Executive Center Blvd. 

Based on the estimates shown in Figure 8t the earliest that LOS D 

operation could be anticipated in this six-lane section would be the late 

1980s. If that estimate is borne out, then LOS E conditions could be expected 

by the mid-to-late 1990s. This estimate assumes that peak period traffic will 

continue to account for 10 percent of total daily traffic. It is more likely 

that LOS D conditions will develop in the mid-1990s with no LOS E conditions 

of significant duration (i.e~, at least one hour in length) prior to the end 

of the century. 

Executive Center Blvd. to CBD 

Ample capacity exists inthis eight-lane section to accommodate traffic 

at LOS C or better through the 1990s • 
. . -1 fi',. 
"'--:.-:::r ,~-
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PrioPity Treatments_ f.oi' I;.;.Z.OW 

Table 2 lists the approximate time frame in which LOS D and E operation 

can be anticipated for the two cross sections of I~lOW. Two caveats are 

issued with this interpretation of volume projections. First, the anticipated 

rapid growth in northwest El Paso will be very sensitive to numerous economic 

variables, such as housing cost and availability, fuel availability and the 

continued economic prosp~rity of the city in general. It would be unwise to 

commit a large investment on such a high and sensitive projected growth rate 

at this time. Second, the projected onset of LOS D and E does not assure that 

such a level of service will exist for a substantial duration each day. One 

hour of operation at the designated level of service is generally assumed to 

be the minimum duration for which HOV improvements are warranted·3 •. Recent 

estimates by the SDHPT 5 and on-site observations indicate that LOS E conditions 

occasionally exist downstream of the Sunland Park entrance ramp during 

15-20 minutes of the AM peak. However, depending on the arrival distribution, 

LOS D is common. Such short and sporadic congestion is not conducive to 

effective priority treatment utilization. 

Travel Speeds 

Peak period travel speed data were collected by the State Department of 
• ·5 6 . ----·· Highways and Public Transportation on I-lOE 1n 117I and 1978 . Speed 

profiles prepared from those data are shown in Figures 9 and lO for morning 

and afternoon peaks, respectively, 

The morning peak speed profile, shown as a solid 1 ine in Figure 9, indicates 

a relatively high level of service provided during the October 1978 data 

collection period. The Highway Capacity_ Man~al? indicates that t:Jpera:tin'g .. 

speeds above 50 mph are characteristic of LOS C, 40 .. 50 mph of LOS D, and 30-40 
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Table 2, Estirn~ted Time Fr~me for Low and rntermediate.Cost Priority 
Tree\t11Jents ~n f ... 1 0\~f, El !3aso 

Lew,... cost Intermediate~Cost 
Roadway Treatments Treatments 
Section Appltcable Applicable 

Mesa St. to 
Executive Center Blvd. 
(6 Lanes) late 1980s 1 ate 1990s 

Executive Center Blvd. 
to CBD 
(8 Lanes) None Applicabl~l None Applicable2 

1 This section should experience only intermittent and isolated operation at 
LOS D through the 1990s. 

2 LOS E operation not anticipated this century. 
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mph of LOS L From this base, 'LOS D .is indiCated for the section from 

McRae to Paisano in 1978. This finding is consistent with those based on 

traffic volumes (Table 1}. However, the duration of LOS D operation at present 

is less than 30 minutes? generally frem 7:20 to 7:50. A short section from 

Geronimo to Hawkins occasionally experiences short-duration LOS E conditions, 

as shown by the dashed line in Figure 9. 

The effects of eastbound PM peak congestion are shown in Figure 10. 

The congestion indicated by the short-duration low speeds from the North-

South Freeway to Geronimo is due to a capacity reducing bottleneck section 

downstream of the Trowbridge exit ramp,where one eastbound lane is dropped. 

Operating conditions dcywnstream of the bottleneck rapidly resume LOS C+ speeds. 

The only entrance ramp in the affected section eastbound is at Raynolds. 

This ramp is on an elevated structure, and therefore not easily adapted to an 

HOV bypass lane. 

No operating speed data were collected for I-lOW because existing 

conditions per.mit virtually free speed operation. 
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OVERVIEW OF APPLICABLE PRIORITY TREATMENTS 

In evaluating the potential for priority treatment on Interstate 10, a 

number of alternative improvements justify consideration. The primary issue 

addressed in this report concerns what priority treatments, if any, should be 

considered for incorporation into the facility. The intent of this section 

of the report is to screen the available priority treatment techniques, and 

to identify those priority treatments that appear to be technically feasible. 

Previous research reports (205-1, 205-8, and 205-10) have identified 

and reviewed alternative pri'ority techniques as those techniques relate to 

specific Texas freeways. Those preliminary evaluations have identified the 

general types of improvements that appear to be applicable in the Interstate 

10 Study Corridor. 

The applicability of the following five priority treatments to Texas 

freeways was considered in previous reports. 

1. Exclusive Busway- lanes that are physically separated from other 
traffic; 

2. Contraflow Lane - a lane reserved for buses on the left-hand side of 
the median barrier; 

3. Reserved Lane-Concurrent Flow - a lane reserved for high-occupancy 
vehicles in the normal direction of flow that is not physically 
separated from other lanes; 

4. Freeway Control with Priority Entry - a situation where total free
way traffic volumes are controlled by traffic signals at entry ramps, 
with high-occupancy vehicles provided special entryramps; and 

5. Use of Frontage Roads - the use of signal preemption, reserved lanes, 
or other devices to expedite the movement of buses along freeway 
frontage roads or other surface streets. 

Each of these techniques requires a different set of design and operational 

characteristics in order to be applicable to a specific freeway. A set of design 
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t:~.nd operational characteristics considered criticql to the implementation of 

e~ch of the five techniques we.s develCe~ped as pa.rt of prevtous research. In 

developing those characteristics, the underlying assumptions set f.orth below 

were utilized. If different underlying assumptions are considered, different 

. guidelines will result. 

1. Negative effects on existing traffic capacity available to the 
general public should be mi~imized. 

a. To be effective and enforceable, all of the techniques implemented 
must have the support of the general public. An episode similiar 
to the Los Angeles "Diamond Lane" controversy would be highly 
undesirable. · 

b. Removal of emergency parking shoulders would probably be acceptable 
as would narrowing of lane width along short sections of roadway. 
Removal of an existing lane of travel in a congested portion of 
freeway problably would not be acceptable. 

2. The application of priority treatment to any segment of freeway should 
result either in improved HOY travel speeds or in improved bus schedule 
reliability. 

a, Priority treatment along portions of freeways that are operating 
at 45 mph or better in mixed flow would yield little, if any, 
benefit. Such projects could not be justified unless there is 
strong evidence that the "free-flow" conditions will be short~lived, 
and that early implementation of priority treatment would be 
beneficial. This is an especially critical consideration in the 
study of Interstate 10 since, at present, mixed flow operating speeds 
durirtg the peak hout are frequently in the range of 45 mph or better. 

b. No consideration is given to tryil'lg to force a reduction in Vehicle .. 
Miles-of-Travel (VMT) through the implementation of priority 
treatment. The primary objective of priority treatment techniques 
is to increase the effective capacity of the existing facilities 
and also to permit improved transit schedule reliability. 

Design and Operatio!l~l Characteri sties 

For each type of priority improvement, the design and operational character

istics of a freeway which are critical to implementation of that technique are 

presented in this section. It should be noted that these characteristics are 

divided into two sets: those considered to be "Required Attributes,'' and those 
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considered to be HDesired Attributes. 11 If a specific freeway does not meet 

all of the 11 Required Attributesn for a certain priority treatment technique, 

then that particular technique 1s considered technically infeasible for applica

tion to the freeway being evaluated, The "Desired Attributes" are to be 

considered only if all 11 Required Attributes'·' are satisfied. If all desired 

characteristics are not met, the improvement may be undesirable but not 
/' 

necessarily infeasible. 

Exclusive Busway 

Different types of exclusive busways might be· considered. One type might 

consist of an elevated guideway with adequate lane and shoulder widths to 

assure optimal operation. This might be considered as a long implementation 

time, very high cost alternative. The other type might be considered more of 

an "intermediaten range improvement: a busway that might be implemented primarily 

at-grade in the median. Such an improvement would require less implementation 

time than would an entirely grade-separated, multilane, high-occupancy vehicle 

facility. It is recognized that several design and operational aspects of this 

latter design, although "workable," may not be optimal. 

Required Attributes 

The following attributes are considered ess~ntial for application of an 

-exclusive busway to an existing freeway. 

• Continuous wide median section (~20 feet wide) available along most 
of the critical segment. 

• Buses are able to reach the exclusive lane expeditiously. 

• No left-hand entrances or exits that cannot be grade-separated 
within available right~of-way. 

• No existing underpi\sses with center columns that cannot be negotiated 
through restriping lanes or some device other than eliminating the 
columns. 
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Desired Attributes 

The following attributes are considered desirable for application of an 

exclusive busway to an existing freeway. 

• Minimum median clutter requiring relocation (luminaire supports, sign 
structures, drainage inlets, etc.) 

• Minimum grade differentials between roadways on each side of the median. 

• Continuous median shoulders across existing overpass structures. 

Contraflow Lane 

Contraflow lanes have generally been applied as remedial measures for 

freeways with critical congestion problems. As discussed previously, congestion 

on Interstate 10 is not expected to reach such a critical level for several 

years, allowing ample opportunity to plan for long-range improvements. 

Although contraflbW should not be summarily ruled out, it is unlikely that 

this technique would be planned as a long-range improvement. 

Required Attributes 

The following attributes are considered absolute requirements for 

applicability of a contraflow lane. 

• Minimum of three lanes in the off-peak direction. 

Note: At Zeast two remaining traveZ Zanes must be avaiZabZe to 
the general public in the off-peak direction for the roadway to 
cont1nue to fUnction as a freeway. 

t A directional split high enough that the resulting flow rates in the 
off-peak direction will not exceed 1700 vehicles per hour per lane 
after the lane is removed, 

Note: J?Zow rate8 exceeding Z?OO veh'i-cZee pezi hour per Zane can 
result in Zevel-of~service E (speeds of 30~40 mph) and can 
easily deteriorate into level-of-service F (Stop~and~Go). 

• No left-hand entrance and exit ramps without bypass opportunities. 

Note: Obviously~ these ramps wouZd cause traffic conflict problems. 
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• An opportunity to design a safe entrance to, and exit from; the contraflow 
lane on each side of the congested portion. 

Note: Safety considerations incZude sufficient sight distance~ 
adequate weaving opportunity_, and opportunity foP police to enforce 
the '!'est'l'ictions. 

Desired Attributes 

The following attributes are considered desirable for a contraflow lane. 

t A directional split such that the resulting flow rates in the off-peak 
directions would be less than 1500 vehicles per hour per lane after the 
lane is removed. 

t An available median shoulder over most of the route for stalled vehicles. 

t Acceptable sight distance along the freeway for safe operation during 
periods of infrequent bus traffic. 

t Continuous freeway lighting over the entire contraflow segment. 

• Opportunities for designing inter~diate entries to, and exits from, 
the contraflow lane, thereby increasing the flexibility of operations. 

Note: This attribute probably requires a wide median (at Zeast 
20 feet wide) in those Zocations where entry and exit points 
are desired. 

Reserved Lane - Concurrent Flow 

Evaluationof problems encountered concerning safety, public acceptance, 

operation, and enforcement of concurrent flow lanes have led to a recommendation 

against further implementation of this technique when that implementation 

involves taking a lane away from the general traffic~ If a new lane is added 

to the facility to function as the concurrent flow, this treatment becomes 

less unattractive although probably not as desirable as other priority 

treatments that might be implemented if the space were available to add an 

extra lane, However, short segments of concurrent flow lanes, designed to 

connect with, and provide trans1tions to,'other_-f()rruS}?f tr~atment, ·may represent 

a means of greatly enhancing the flexibility associated with new freeway 
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construction, as well as the effectiveness of the 9ther priority treatments? 

for exa.mple, a short section of concurrent flow lane is being used as an approach 

to the I~45 contraflow lane in Houston. As a result& this is not considered as 

a separate technique for evaluation, Reference 12 provides an extensive 

discussion of the ramifications of concurrent flow lanes. 

Freeway ·Control and Priority Entry 

Required Attributes 

The following attributes are considered to be absolute requirements for 

implementing this priority technique. 

• Capabi 1 ity to contra 1 the tota 1 vo 1 ume of traffic on the freeway 
sufficiently to assure no worse than level-of-service D in the 
critical segment. 

Note: It is considered highly undesirable if free1JJay~to-freeway 
traffic rrrust be reduced sufficiently to back the queue onto the 
other freeway in order to meet this requirement. Some difficulties 
of this nature could conceivably arise in the vicinity of the 
North-South Freeway interchange. 

• Adequate queueing space available at each control location. 

Note: If isolated ramps fail to meet this criterion, they should 
eithex> be closed corrrpletely, dedicated totally to high-occupancy 
'(J@Ji{;ele.s- CR.r{JV$1 ~ · oxf not used as pr>iori ty entry locations. 

t Available HOV entry ramp locations to permit HOVs to bypass queued 
vehicles to enter the freeway. 

Desired Attributes 

The following attributes are considered desirable for implementation of 

freeway control with priority entry. 

,. Continuous frontage roads ...... at least to an intersection with a suitable 
arterial street tha.t could be used as a diversionary route, 

Note: This feature would permit cax>s to enter the x>arrrp queue and 
x>emain long enough for:' the dr:'ivex>s to estimate how long it would 
requi;r:oe to enter the f.Veeway and then divex>t to the fx>ontage x>oad 
if they so desix>e, 
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• The ability to control the tra.ffic without obviously placing more 
severe restrictions on traffic entering at certain ramps. 

Note: $uch ca$-es- of obvious dis-crimination may 'l!esuZt in intense 
p;p(Pte?t? fX'om those neighborhoods affected. Howeve'l!1 selective 
cont'l!oZ. may be feasible if adequate alternatives exist for non-HOV 
traff'?-"'c. 

Use of Frontage Roads 

Required Attributes 

The following attributes are considered to be absolute requirements for 

implementing this priority technique. 

• Continuous frontage roads over the length of the critical segment 
(or a combination of frontage roads and suitable parallel surface 
arterial streets). 

• Adequate capacity at the frontage road/arterial street intersection to 
enable the intersection to rapidly recover operationally after a 
preemption, 

• The ability to clear the queue ahead of the bus whenever signal 
preemption is used. 

Desired Attributes 

The following attribute is considered desirable for implementation of 

priority treatment on frontage roads. 

• At least three approach lanes to each high volume intersection so that 
the buses will not be impeded by turning movements. 

App) icab1l_i ~y_ ·~9 __ l~tet:>ta~~JO ~~~t-

Resea.rch Report 205 .. 8 compared the guidelines presented pr-eviously in this 

section to the design and operational features of Interstate 10. The 

conclusions, as set forth in Research Report 205 .... 8~ are documented in this 

secti-on, Additional information concerning the appl tce.bil ity of these priority 

measures to Interste,te 10 Ea~t 1~~- al ~o pre5ented. 
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This section of freewa.y includes the lowest level of service found in the 

study corridor. Peak .... period 1 evel of service is frequently LOS D between 

Yarbrough Drive and the North-South Freeway. Between the North-South Freeway 

and the CBD, traffic is generally free flow except where it enters the CBD, 

Therefore, any consideration of HOV priority treatment should concentrate on 

improving operations east of the North-South Freeway. 

Exclusive HOV Lane 

The following analysis summarizes the applicability of a 22-foot wide 

(center of median barrier to center of median barrier) exclusive HOV lane for 

Attributes Peak Period 

Required 

Wide Median 

Entry Locations 

Left-hand Ramps 

Center Columns 

Desired 

Median Clutter 

Grade Differential 

Median Shoulders 

A.M. P.M. 

6.6 miles of ~48' median 
5.7 miles of ~20' median 
3.7 miles of 20-25' median 

Yes Yes 
(Difficult west of N-S Fwy) 

None None 

4 locations 
(Americas Ave., Lee Trevino, Raynolds, 

N-S Fwy interchange) 

3.0 

.. some luminaires? sign supports 

Not.Significant 

Continuous 



An exclusive lp,ne is technicC\lly feasible although~ as shown later, not 

necessarily needed or desirable, The inside shoulders of the section west 

of McRae would have to be removed and the mixed traffic lanes narrowed to 11 

feet to provide for such a lane within the existing cross section. The most 

significant deterrent to the construction of the exclusive lane is the require~ 

ment of providing structural support for a median lane at the 11 locations 

where separate bridges are presently provided for the eastbound and westbound 

lanes. Assuming that this type of construction cost $60/sq.ft., the cost of 

this portion of the construction is estimated at approximately $2.0 million. 8 

Construction of the exclusive lane is estimated to cost $1.1 million per mile9 , 

including removal of obstructions, preparation of subgrade and base, paving 

and installation of barriers. The total cost of a 6.8~mile exclusive lane from 

Yarbrough to the N-S Freeway is estimated at $9.5 million. 

In a 1979 study prepared District 24, the State Department of Highways and 

Public Transportation estimated the cost of one additional lane in each 

direction from Paisano to Yarbrough at $15.4 million.6i 8 

Conclusions Regarding an Exclusive HOV Lane 

It is technically feasible to construct a median HOV lane on I-lOE from 

Yarbrough to the N-S Freeway. However, the loading of CBD.,.bound traffic onto 

I-lOE is very evenly distributed (See Figure 11 ). Therefore, significant 

demand would need to be generated beyond the eastern terminus to produce 

adequate utilization. As will be shown in subsequent sections of this report, 

the necessary level of utilization is not anticipated before the end of the century. 

The provision of priority treatments for HOVs typically has not significantly 

improved the operation of mixed flow lanes. Preliminary estimates of projected 

growth indicate that deteriorated operation of this section should be expected. 
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If the proposed lanes are constructed, the level of service provided will be 

adequate for all trafftc and obviate the need for extensive priority treatments 

for the rest of the. •Century. 

·Contraflow l:.ane 

The following a,na,lysis s-ummarizes the applicability of a contraflow lane 

to I-lOE. 

Attributes Peak Period 

Required 

Minimum of 3 lanes 

Flow Rate per lane in 
off-peak direction ..:;.1700 

Left Hand Ramps 

Safe Ends 

Desired 

Flow Rate <1500 

Median Shoulder 

Sight Distance 

Ughting 

Intermediate entries 

A.M. P.M. 

West of Viscount 

'112,000* '112,000* 

None None 

Yes Yes 

No* No* 

Yes, will require some paving of loose 
gravel 

Good to Poor 

Continuous except on outer portions 

Djfficult~ but possible at locations 
w1th a wiae med1an 

*Based on a 60/40 directional distribution and a K factor of 10. (Applies 
to a 6 .. 1 ane section). 
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Conelusions Rega:Ning a ContX'afZow Lane 

Based on existing design, per lane flow rates in the offRpeak direction 

are too high to permit successful implementation of this concept, Therefore, 

a contraflow lane is not considered feasible for this freeway segment, 

freeway Control with Priority EntrY-

The following analysis summarizes the applicability of freeway control 

with priority entry to J...,lQE. 

Attributes Peak Period 

Required 

Total Control 

Queueing Space 

HOV Ramps 

Desired 

Continuous Frontage Roads 

Nondiscriminatory Metering 

Conclusions Regarding Priority Entry 

A.M. P.M. 

Would require control of 
interchange with N-S Fwy. 

Yes 

Yes, except at 
Trowbridge and 
Raynolds 

Yes, exceQt 
thru N-S Fwy. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes, except at 
Raynolds 

East of Eucalyptus 

Yes 

A 1978 analysis conducted by District 24, the State Department of Highways 

and Public Transportation5 , \howed that -~ignjficant ·benefits could be 

derived from an overall ra.mp metering project on J .. lO. That analysis showed 

that the most significant restrictions in entering traffic would be necessar1 

for the westbound entrance ramps from Lomaland to Geronimo. Several of the 

ramps considered could be utilized for priority entry. 
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......._~-=-=--~~ Ge!l:~f~J_ly_!_ _!~e most effective i\pproach to prtortty entry involves control 
--~----------· ____ _,_____ ________ ~:;:.-~ -- __ -__ ....:..____~-::::..: ___ _:__~_;_---~------- - ------------. 

of all entering traffic to assure an acceptable 1eve1Rof~serv1ce on the main 

lanes and combines that with preferential entry for high-occupancy vehicles. 

Total control from the east end of the corridor to the CBD would require free

way .. to-freeway metering at the North-.South Freeway which is generally considered 

undesirable. However, freeway operation west of the N-S Freeway is generally 

at LOS Cor better, and does not justify priority entry control. 

For the AM peak (westbound traffic), 11 total 11 control could" be effected from 

Lomaland to Raynolds. Priority entry at some of these ramps appears to be a 

viable approach. 

If all ~.westbound ramps were controlled, the Department estimates that as 

many as 1100 vehicles would be diverted to other faci 1 i ties during the peak 

hour 5• Although the frontage re>ads have adequate capacity to handle thfs amount 

of diversion, this would only serve to shift congestion to other locations. 

Thus, it is likely that drivers would shift to para,llel arterials. According 

to a 1978 study prepared for the City of El Paso1 0 ,~. Alameda Avenu_e would be 

an attractive alternative because it is operating at a volume/capacity (v/c) 

ratio of less than 0.8; however, it may be difficult to utilize Alameda due 

to limited access along Delta Drive, a feeder arterial (See Figure 12). On the 

north side of I-lOE, Montana Avenue is available for east-west travel. The 

most significant deterrent to using Montana is a severe capacity deficiency 

at its intersection with Geronimo Drive. All of the frontage road intersections 

east of Geronimo have v/c ratios of less than 0,810 • __ If,exe.ry second or 

third entrance ramp were metered, the non...,HOVs could divert to uncontrolled 

ramps downstream to avoid delay at the priority entry location. Non-priority 

traffic at the Geronimo entrance ramp could divert downstream on the 

frontage road to the Trowbridge entrance ramp or along Montana and Paisano 

to the Pai sano entrance ramp. 
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Figure 12. Alternate Routes in the Interstate 10 East Corridor 
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~~-----------. 

Use of Frontage Roads 

The following analysis summarizes the applicability of using frontage 

roads as a priority treatment technique on I-lOE. 

Attributes Peak Period 

A.M. P.M. 

Required 

Continuous Discontinuous East of Eucalyptus 
at N-S Fwy. 

Clear Queue Yes Yes 

Desired 

3 Lanes at Intersections Most Locations 
·~ 

-~---·--

Conclusions RegaPding Use of FPontage Roads 

Westbound frontage road disconti.nuity at the N-S Freeway interchange 

virtually precludes the use of this technique as an AM peak priority treatment. 

However, frontage road usage in the PM peak is technically feasible, since 

the frontage roads are continuous east of Eucalyptus. Traffic from the CBD 

would have to enter the freeway, then exit at Piedras to take advantage of the 

continuous eastbound frontage. Such routing is less than desirable. 

Signal preemption systems benefit buses and, quite possibly, disadvantage 

general traffic. As is shown in subsequent sections of this report, in 

considering HOV improvements in El Paso, buses represent a very small percentage 

of total high~occupancy vehicles; in El Paso, HOV improvements should be 

designed to also serve carpools. Because the intersecting arterials are 

carrying high volumes of traffic, if significant bus volumes did use the 

frontage roads and had preemption capabilities, serious disruption of traffic 
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flow on major cross streets might.result. Priority entry appears considerably 

more desirable than signal preemption on the frontage road. 

Findings Concerning Applicable Priority Treatments for Interstate 10 East 

Congestion on I-lOE is primarily concentrated in a 5-mile section between 

Trowbridge and Yarbrough. Although· localized congestion exists at other merge 

points, this freeway section represents the most significant impediment to 

both AM and PM peak traffic. 

Previous portions of this section have addressed numerous technical 

features that affect the applicability of the various priority treatments to 

I-lOE. Some additional considerations are summarii~d in Table 3. 

Low-cost, short implementation time alternatives considered in this 

section included priority entry and priority use of frontage roads. Of those 

two· choices,:lpriority entry apiJlears the most desirable. Unli~e priority 

use of frontage roads, it offers benefits to all high-occupancy vehicles (a very 

important consideration in El Paso where bus volumes are relatively low) and 

does not disrupt traffic on major cross streets. Also, all HOVs benefit 

regardless of their destinati6n, an important point in El Paso since CBD 

employment is relatively low. Total freeway metering is feasible eastof the 

N-S Freeway and possible, though undesirable, throughout the I-lOE corridor. 

Priority entry is a viable concept as long as the main lanes operate at about 

LOS D or better, which should be attainable by metering selected westbound ramps 

east of the N-S Freeway. In subsequent years~ increasing the number of entrance 

ramps under contro 1 (inc 1 ud i ng· the entrance from the N .. s Freeway) could aid 

in sustaining LOS D operation through increased diversion of traffic. 

As intermediate cost, intermediate implementation time improvements, this 

section considered contraflow lanes and a one-lane, reversible, median busway. 

------------------------------------------------



Table 3; 
1 

Comparison of Alternative Priority HOV Improvements 

Alternative HOV Improvements 

1-1 ane -2---1-ane Use of Freeway 
Parameter Median Elevated Frontage Control 

Bus way Busway2 Roads w/Priority 
Entry 

Quality of bus Service 

Avg. Speed, mph 50 50 30 403 

Schedule Reliability Excellent Excellent Poor Good-Fair 

Carpools Included No/Yes4 Yes No Yes 

Impact on Other Traffic Minor ·Minor Major ·Moderate-
Major 

Cost, Thousands/MileS $2,000 $9,000 $130 $400 

Maximum Capacity 

Buses, Veh./Hr. 4006 4006 608 2009 

Carpools, Veh./Hr. 0 8007 0 4009 

Total, Persons/Hr. 20,000 24,000 3,000 12,000 

1Based on a similar table presented in ''Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Alterna
tives for Gulf Freeway Bus way, 11 Prepared by Houston Urban Office, June 11, 1979. 
2 For numerous reasons listed previously in this section, this does not appear 
to represent a needed improvement in the I-lOE corridor. As considered in this 
matrix, this facility would operate with one-lane in each direction. 
3Attainable only with sufficient enforcement to control ramp violation rates. 
40perationally, it may be undesirable to allow carpools onto a facility one
lane wide without continuous shoulders. Realistically, it may be necessary to 
all ow carpool utilization to generate an 11 Acceptab 1 e11 level of tota 1 vehicular 
utilization. Continuous shoulders greatly reduce this potential problem. · 

· SOoes not include costs required to provide "support" facilities such as park
and-ride lots. 
6This value based on the flow volume that could return in mixed flow in the 
off-peak direction. At this flow level, carpools would be undesirable on the 
one-lane busway since they would adversely impact schedule reliability for the 
high bus volume. 
7Sufficient carpools added to obtain level-of-service D. 
BAt 60 buses per hour, every cycle would be preempted by buses, destroying the 
capability of cross streets to serve traffic demands. 
9This capacity is a function of the volume of traffic the freeway can serve. 
It is assumed in this table that no more than half the capacity of one freeway 
lane will be available for HOV use. 



Given a choice between operating on an exclusive HOV lane or a contraflow lane, 

the exclusive lane represents a preferable alternative for the reasons listed 

below. 

t Penalty to Off-Peak Traffic. An exclusive lane would not penalize . 
traffic moving in the off-peak direction through removal of a travel 
lane. ·The high volume movements in the off-peak direction virtually 
prohibit the implementation of a contraflow lane. 

t Operational Cost. It is costing the Metropolitan Transit Authority in 
Houston $2000 to $3000 per day to set up, take down, and enforce the 
contraflow lane on I~45N. Costs of operating a busway would be a small 
fraction of that cost. 

t Positive Separation of Flow. An exclusive HOV lane would allow median 
·barriers to continue to provide a positive separation of traffic flow
during all times of day. 

I Eligible Vehicles. The exclusive HOV lane would permit less concern 
to occur over the types of vehicles and drivers eligible to use the 
lane. Again, this is a major consideration in El Paso. 

Thus, the following priority measures warrant more comprehensive evaluation. 

t Low Cost, Short Implementation Time_. Priority entry at selected high
volume ramps. 

t Intermediate Cost, Intermediate Implementation Time. A one-lane, 
reversible, median HOV lane. Because the feasibility of this treatment 
is questionable, it is investigated further under the section on 
utilization. 

t Very High Cost, Very -Long Implementation Time. A need for this type of 
improvement is not identified for the time period evaluated in this 
study (20-year planning horizon). 

Applicability to Interstate 10 West 

Available data indicate that there are no significant problems with 

congestion at present. There are some isolated weaving section (e.g., east

bound between Sunland Park and U.S. 85) that experience occasional LOS D 

operations. However, significant growth is anticipated in this corridor. Such 

growth could result in the need for HOV priority treatments before the end of the 



century. This section investigates the feasibility of the various treatments 

on I~lOW. 

Exclusive HOV Lane 

The following analysis summarizes the applicability of a 22-foot wide 

exclusive HOV lane for I-lOW. 

Attributes Peak Period 

--- . ·-·--·---··---·----·------ - ---- --· -- ------ -A.M; ----- p.M. 

Required 

Wide Median 5.6 miles of 20-24' median 
2. 1 miles of rv48' median 

Entry Locations Yes, on outer end· .· . ' difficult 
at CBD 

Left-hand Ramps None None 

Center Columns 7 locations 
(Porfirio Diaz, Yandell, Asarco Plant, 
Executive Center, Vista Hi 11, Paisano, 

~ 
Sunland Park) 

Desired 

Median Clutter Lights~ signs, barriers 

_ Grade Differentia 1 s ___ 
-·-~ 

Severe grad~ d iff~ren~i a.l s 

Median Sheulders Yes Yes 

There are some significant deterrents to constructing an exclusive median 

lane on !-lOW. The severe grade differentials between the eastbound and 

westbound lanes from Schuster to Executive Center Blvd. make the construction 

of a median facility expensive. An exclusive lane could be constructed on the 

same grade as either roadway using a retaining wall to support either the HOV 

lane or the side slope (See Figure 13). The cost of constructing the structural 

support is estimated at about $2.2 million9. Construction of 7.2 miles of 
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HOV lane at a cost of $1.1 million/mile runs the total estimated cost to about 

$10.1 million. In addition to the expense of such construction, the bypassing 

of center columns at seven location will result in undesirable geometries. 

Cone lusions Regar>ding an Exc,lusive HOV Lane 

An exclusive HOV lane is technically feasible throughout the I-10W corridor. 

However, as shown in subsequent sections of this report, such a facility would 

not be needed or desirable this century. 

Contraflow Lane 

The following analysis summarizes the applicability of a contraflow lane 

to I-lOW. 

Attributes Peak Period 

A.M. P.M. 

Required 

Minimum of 3 lanes Yes Yes 

Flow Rate <t1700 1000 1000 

Left-Hand Ramps None None 

Safe Ends Yes, on outer portions; difficult near CBD 

Desired 

Flow Rate <1500 Yes Yes 

Median Shoulder Yes Yes 

Sight Distance Poor Poor 

Lighting Not Continous 

Intermediate Entry Points Di~~~~ult, but possible east of Sunlarrtd 
' 
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Conclusions Regarding Contraflow 

A contraflow lane is technically feasible on I-lOW. Generation of 

additional traffic in the off-peak direction could result from continued growth 

in the northwest. The operational c~~ts of a contraflow lane 111us'{:_ ~~-- _ 

considered when evaluating thH concept relative to other priority treatments. 

Therefore, although technically feasible, a contraflow operation for I-lOW 

is not considered desirable. 

Freeway Control-with Priority Entry 

The following analysis summarizes the applicability to freeway control 

with priority entry for I-lOW. 

Attributes Peak Period 

Required 

Total Control 

Queueing Space 

HOV R~mps 

Desired 

Continuous Frontage Roads 

Nondiscriminatory Metering 

A.M. P.M. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

This segment is well suited to virtually total control without the 

adverse effects resulting from the metering of freeway-to-freeway traffic. 

So little traffic is generated west of Mesa St., that metering at the Mesa 

St., Sunland Park Dr., and Executive Genter Blvd. entrance ramps would provide 

virtually total control. 

Mesa Street offers a reasonable alternative for travel to the CBD for 

non-priority vehicles. A 1978 report1 0 revealed no capacity deficiencies 
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on inbound Mesa St. that would preclude its use as an alternate route. 

Capacity deficiencies at the Mesa St. and Sunland Park Dr. entrance ramps could 

be compounded by the metering of entering traffic. However, the planned con~ 

nection of Resler Dr. to I-lOW between Mesa St. and Sunland Park Dr. (See 

Figure l4) should be adequate to l!l,CC0111!l'!e>date both priority and non-priority 

vehicles. 

ConcZusions Regarding Freewau ControZ with Priority Entry 

This priority treatment is a feasible and desirable te.9{l{lJque. 

It should ~rovide adequate control to sustain LOS D operation on the main 

~~~n~~s of bTOW, as weJ] as providing adequate service to HOVs through the 1990s. 

Priority Use of Frontage Roads 

The absence of frontage roads on 1-lOW precludes the consideration of 

this priority treatment. 

Findings Concerning Applica,bl~ PriorUy }rea,~111ents for Inter::;tate 10 West 

Congestion on I-lOW is not a ma,jor concern at this time, As indicated 

previously (See Table 2), conditions warranting 1 ow.,.,cost priority treatments 

for I-10 W may develop between Mesa St. and Executive Center Blvd. late in this 

decade. The only low-cost, short implementation time technique that is 

applicable is freeway control with priority entry, This technique could be 

easily implemented at a relatively low cost considering the small number 

of entrance ramps (five) between Mesa St. and the CBD. 

Two intermediate cost, intermediate implementation time priority treat

ments were considered -- exclusive HOV lane and contraflow. Both techniques 

are feasible, though the need for such extensive improvements is not expected 

this century. An exclusive median HOV lane from Mesa St. to the CBD would 

be very expensive because of the severe grade differentials between Executive 
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Figure 14. Alternate Routes in the Interstate 10 \~est Corridor 
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Center Blvd. and Schuster. Such a facility could serve to bypass congestion 

between Mesa St. and Executive Center Blvd., the section expected to reach 

critical congestion earliest. For the reasons cited in the I~lOE evaluation 

(operational cost, positive separation of flow, and vehicle eligibility), 

contraflow is not recommended for further consideration. 

Thus, the following priority measures warrant more comprehensive evaluation. 

• Low Cost, Short Implementation Time. Priority entry at selected high
Yo 1 ume ramps . -

• Intermediate Cost, Intermediate Implementation Time. A one-lane 
reversible, median HOV lane. Because the feasibility of this treat
ment is questionable, it is investigated further in the following 
section. 

• Very High Cost, Very Long Implementation Time. A need for this type 
of improvement is not identified for the time period evaluated in this 
study (20-year planning horizon). 
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UTILIZATION AND COST OF PRIORITY MEASURES 

Two alternative priority measures, priority entry and a one-lane, reversible 

median HOV lane were identified in the previous section as warranting more 

extensive evaluation, This section presents estimates of the number of HOVs 

that would utili'ze the improvements as well as the benefits that would 

accrue to those vehicles .. Design aspects of the priority measures are discussed 

·in the succeeding section of this report. 

Analysis Data 

Extensive traffic and design data collected by the Department were made 

available as part of this study. As necessary to evaluate the need for 

priority treatment, other pertinent data were developed during the course of 

the study. 

Vehicle Occupancy 

A~ 1980 occupancy study conducted by District 2411 showed the average 

peak-period vehicle occupancy to be approximately l .3 persons per vehicle 

and the following vehicle occupancy distribution. 

• Single occupant 74% 

• Two occupants 20% 

• Three occupants 5% 

• Four or more occupants 1% 

Ramp Entr,y Data 

As part of a feasibility study on control and surveillance measures for 

the Interstate 10 freeway, the Department collected peak hour volume counts 

for the entrance and exit ramps5'. Peak hour entry volumes at I -1 OE ramps 

in the study corridor for 1980 are shown in Table 4. Volumes for I-lOW ramps 

are s·hown in Table 5. 
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Table 4. 1980 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes on Ramps Entering Westbound Interstate 
1 o East. 

Ramp Hourly Percent Cumulative 
Location Volume of Total Percent 

Lorna land 1250 9 9 
Yarbrough 1650 12 21 
McRae 1290 10 31 
Hunter 870 6 . 37 
Hawkins 1050 8 45 
Airway 950 7 52 
Geronimo 750 6 58 
Trowbridge 710 5 63 
Paisano 610 5 . 68 
Raynol ds 520 4 72 
N/S Freeway 2330 17 89 
Copia 700 5 94 
Piedras 700 5 99 
Cotton 200 1 100 

13,580 

Table 5. 1980 Peak Hour Traffic Volumes on Ramps Entering Eastbound Interstate 
10 West. 

Ramp Hourly Percent Cumulative 
Location Volume of Total Percent 

Mesa 1450 22 22 
Sunland Park 1550 24 46 
us 85 620 10 56 
Executive Center 1520 23 79 
Schuster 1360 21 100 

6500 
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Downtown Travel Estimates 
. .. ~ - . ~ .. 

As mentioned previously, I""10E serves a variety of activity centers, 

Although the CBD is not the attraction for a majority of I~lOE traffic, the 

employment in the QBD is tt}e most dense, and therefore the primary attraction 

for high-occupancy vehicles, Thus, t6 estimate the effectiveness of an HOV 

improvement, an estimate of work trip patterns to the CBD is needed. 

Detaile.dJOrigin-destination data are not available for use in such an 

estimate, As a consequence, secondary data developed by the Department were 

used to estimate work trip patterns on Interstate 10. The results of the 

estimates for I-lOE and I-lOW are shown in Figures 15 ~nd 16, respectively. 

The procedures used to develop these estimates are documented in Appendix A. 

The trips shown in Figures 15 ana 16 represent daily auto work trips to the 

CBD that use r,.,1QE .and I- lOW, respectively, It is assumed that approximately 

50 percent of those trips occur during the peak hour~ 

y_tjjj]Eti_g_r!__Q.f_ Priori_t,r_ Entry 

Based on analyses presented previously in this report, it appears that 

some form of low-cost, short implementation time priority measure might be 

needed on I-10E and 1-lOW by the mid,..to-late 1980s. It also appears that 

priority entry represents the most desirable form of low-cost priority 

treatment for Interstate 10. 

Priority entry, in conjunction with freeway metering, can be considered 

in two manners. In the first, which is similar to the operation of certain 

Los Angeles freeways, all freeway ramps are metered to help assure a satis

factory operating condition on the main lanes, In addition, at some ramp 

locations high ... occupancy vehicles are provided with preferential entry ramps 

to allow those vehicles to bypass the queue at the metered ramp. 
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The second approach involves taking actions such as have been taken in 

Dallas on l,..3Q at Ferguson Road. With this approach, certain high ... volume ramps 

are identified and ramp metering installed; priority entry for high-occupancy 

vehicles is provided at those locations. Other freeway ramps are not metered. 

Thus, this second approach appears applicable to Interstate 10 as a low-cost, 

short implementation time action. 

Impact of Priority Entry Ramps 

Most of the experience with priority entry has been in Los Angeles. Nearly 

150 bypass ramps are operational in that city. In Texas, 4 bypass ramps are 

presently operational (2 on Southwest Freeway in HOluston, 1 on North Central 

Expressway in Dallas, 1 on I-30 in Dallas). The Los Angeles ramps are used 

by both buses and carpools; with the exception of the I-30 ramp in Dallas, 

all the Texas ramps are for buses and/or vans only. Fewer than 20 buses per 

hour would use a priori'ty system on Interstate 10; as a result, carpools should 

be allowed to us~ a priority entry approach. For this type of operation, a 

carpool is defined as 2 or more persons per vehicle. 

Selected data for the Los Angeles operation· ·are.· shown in, Table 6. The 

utilization and effectiveness of these lanes can be expected to be somewhat 

higher than will be experienced in El Paso. The Los Angeles freeways are 

typically operating at capacity, while it is anticipated that Interstate 10 

will be at LOS D when priority entry is provided. A travel time savings of 

2 minutes will not result iri El Paso;· indeed, on I~30 fn Dallas, the travel 
----------· --- --- -------.- ----------- --~-----------. 

time savings on the bypass ramp were 3 seconds. As a result, the values for 

El Paso that are shown in Table 6 are assumed to be approximately half of the 

corresponding Los Angeles values. A 20 percent increase in carpools in El 

Paso will result in about a 5 percent increase in average occupancy at those 

locations where priority entry is provided. 



Table 6. Effects of Priority Entry in Lo$ An9eles and Esticmated Impacts in 
El Paso, 

City 

Los Angeles 

El Paso 

A¥g .. · Travel rePcentage Increase 
Ttrne ·Savings· - in i>arpoo_ls 

2 minutes 38% 

<:1 minute 20% 

Violation 
Rate1 

35% 

25% 

1 The percentage of vehicles using the priority ramp that are not eligible 
to do so. 

Priority bypass ramps would not be provided at each ramp location. Los 

Angeles provides such facilities on about every second ramp. On Interstate 

10 it would appear appropriate to provide priority bypass at selected high

volume entry locations. The following discussion identifies the proposed 

priority entry locations and anticipated utilization for I-lOE and 1-lOW, 

respectively. 

Based on the data presented in Table 4, priority entry might be considered 

initially at three locations -- Yarbrough, Hawkins and Geronimo. Twenty-six 

percent of the traffic entering I-lOE enters at those ramps. S-uch improvements 

could be phased in to evaluate the effectiveness and public acceptance; if that 

approach is used, the Yarbrough entrance ramp would appear to be the best 

location for initial development due to both its high volume and distance 

from downtown, 

If ramp metering with prtority entry is provided at the three locations 

identified previously, assuming that the priority entry is provided in 1985, 

peak-hour utilization of the priority entry facility is estimated in Table 7. 

Based on the values in Table 7, approximately 30 percent of the peak-hour 

vehicles would use each priority lane; those vehicles would move 43 percent 
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Table 7. Estimated 1985 Peak Hour Usage of Priority Entry Ramps on Interstate ---~--~ ' 
10 East. 

Est. Volume Est, Vo h:ime '\4-i th Prtori ty Entr,xr 
Ramp Without Non-Priority Priority Priority Location Entry Lane Lane2 

i 

Yarbrough 1800 1330 560 
Hawkins 1180 875 370 
Geronimo 840 620 260 

1 It is estimated that carpools will increase by 20 percent (See Table 6) 
and total ramp volume will increase by 5 percent as a result of the 

_ pr-iority measure. 
" I 
' - 2: Vehicles with 2 or more occupants. 

of the persons, The average occupancy in the priority ramp lanes would be 

2.26 persons per carpool. 

· Intet>s·tate ZO West 

Priority entry might be considered initially at t~esa St. and Executive 

Center Blvd. These locations more nearly lend themselves geometrically 

to the accommodation of a priority bypass lane than does Sunland Park Drive. 

These two ramps account for about 45 percent of the entering traffic on 

I-lOW (Table 5). Mesa appears to be the best location for initial implementation 

because of its distance fr<:>m the CBD and its proximity to the anticipated 

growth centers. 

The estimated pea~,....hour utilization of these two priority entry locations, 

assuming a 1985 time frame, is shown in Table 8, 



Table 8. Estimated 1985 Peak Hour Usage of Priority Entry Ramps on Interstate 
ro West. 

Est. Volume Est. Volume With Priority Entryl 
Ramp Without Non .. Priority Priority Priority Location Entry_. Lane Lane2 

-
Mesa 2000 3 1480 625 

Executive Center 2000 3 1480 625 

1 It is estim~ted that carpools will increase by 20 percent (See Table 6) 
and total ramp volume will increase by 5 percent as a. result of the 
priority measure. 

2 Vehicles witb 2 or more occupant_s. 

3 Estimated cap·acity flow~ though demand estimates considerably higher. 

General Considerations 

The bypass ramp in Dallas (Figure 17) is similar to the type of treatment 

that might be implemented along Interstate 10. That installation cost 

approximately $50,000. Cost estimates developed recently for priority 

entry ramps in San Antonio ranged from $80,000 to $180,000, including 

ramp metering. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that per ramp costs 

in El Paso should be approximately $65,000-$75,000. Consideration needs 

to be given to queueing space, as it will not be unusual at some ramps for 

20 to 30 cars to be queued at the ramp meter during the height of the peak 

period. The high violation rate (Table 6) also makes enforcement a major 

concern; personnel need to be avc\ilable (on random basis after the first 

several weeks of operation), and procedures must exist to permit the 

identification and safe apprehension of violators. 

However, of equal concern is the problem of being able to efficiently 
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--1--- BIJS / CARPOOL 

fREE FLOW RAMP 

' 11 Bus and Carpool Bypass Ramp Operations in Dallas, 11 prepared by 
Office of Transportation Programs, City of Dallas, July 1979 

F1 gure 17:· Priority Entry Ramp on East R. L. Thornton 
at Fef1tt$on A0t<~h $&llas 
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meter ramp vo 1 umes in excess of 900 vehi c 1 es per hour, Previous r-esearch 3 

has indicated that 720 vph (12 vehicles per minute) is a practical maximum 

metering rate, with 900 vph (15 vehicles per minute) being a virtually 

absolute maximum. Beyond that volume (i ,e,, 25 vpm to accommodate 1500 vph) 

the ramp meter cycle time is so short that the lead vehicle cannot move up 

and reach a full stop before the next gr-een indication. When main lane 

operations reach long~duration LOS D conditions, a combination of the 

following three actions by the motorists is likely: a) extension of the peak 

at the ramp beyond the peak hour, b) increased diversion to alternate routes, 

and c) increased utilization of HOVs. Since traffic volumes on alternate 

routes will also be increasing, effective diversion to alternate routes will 
- . ---~------------- ·------·-·-·- -------------·--------
-------------------·------------- ·-·--·-··-- ---------------------

likely be short~lived, especially for the extreme locations on I~lOW, where 

Mesa St. is the primary o,ption. Therefore, extension of the peak and 

increased HOV utilization, possibly beyond that estimated, are likely. 

Utilization of a Median HOV Lane 

If Interstate 10 remains in its present cross section, information 

presented previously suggests that by the late 1990s an exclusive median HOV 

lane may be applicable for I~lOE, with some possible need for an exclusive 

lane on I~lOW. Such an improvement provides considerable gains in capacity, 

travel speeds and schedule reliability over priority entry improvements, 

provtded that long~duration LOS E conditions exist in mixed flow. This section 

develops estimates of 2000 utilization of a median HOV lane for both I~lOE 

and J .. lOW. 

The estimates are based on the data shown in Figures 15 and 16 and assume 

that the exclusive lanes would be used by buses, vanpools and carpools 

(for this type of treatment, carpools are defined as 3 or more persons per 

vehicle) and that this lane wou)d prQ¥fi'~e service to the CBD. 
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lntersta,te 10 East 

Bw;; Usage 

Information supplied by the Public Transit Administration, City of El 

Paso, indicates that 10 peak hour buses are expected to use I-lOE, east of 

the N-S Freeway by the year 2000, 

Carpoo Z Usage 

Data shown in Figure l5 are used to estimate carpool usage of a median. 

HOV lane. Based on disc~ssions presented previously, an exclusive lane on 

I-1 OE would serve to bypass congestion between the r'kRae/Yarbrough 

vicinity and the North-South Freeway. Therefore, all loading of the HOV 

lane would occur near the eastern end of this sector. 

To be effective, an exclusive HOV lane must extend beyond the anticipated 

congestion (in this case, to about Yarbrough Drive). Even though daily 

westbound volumes are expected to exceed 40,000 vehicles, only about 3000 

are bound for the CBD (F~gure 15). If half ofthese trips occur during the 

peak, and 6 percent of those trips are eligible carpools (3+ occupants for 

exclusive lanes), then only 125 carpools would initially use the HOV lane. 

If an increase in carpools of 70 percent was generated by the availability 

of an exclusive lane (as suggested from previous research~~ then up to 

215 carpools could be expected to use the facility in 2000. 

Total Usage 

Initial operation in the year 2000 should include approximately 225 

·vehicles in each peak period (215 carpools, 10 buses). Approximately 

1100 persons would be served by the HOV lane during the peak hour, compared 

to about 2500 persons per hour in each of the mixed flow lanes. Thus, the 
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exclusive lane would carry about 15?-18 percent of the total person through .... 

put in the peak direction. 

Effectiveness 

Several measures can be used to estimate the potential effectiveness of 

an exclusive lane, The previously cited research for FHWA 3 concludes that a 

travel time saving of 1 minute per mile of improvement is necessary for 

successful operation. Thus, overall speeds of non~priority lanes must not 

exceed 28 mph. Since conditions on I~lOE are expected to approach LOS E 

(30-40 mph) in the late 1990s, it is reasonable to assume that non-priority 

traffic will be operating at speeds above 28 mph for a large portion of 

the peak hour, 

-----=-~ --=:::=======-~not-her~gqs:Y:f_e~_can~-r-ed==i s the =PrOPortio:n=n:f=p:erson=thro~"F"r--iM=- · 

by the HOV lane, Generally the HOV lane should carry a higher proportion 

of person-flow than non-priority conditions. As noted above, an exclusive 

HOV lane on I-lOE would only carry about half as many persons per hour as 

each of the non-priority lanes. 

Although a detailed benefit-cost analysis was not performed for an I-lOE 

HOV lane, some inferences can be drawn from a previous analysis performed by 

TTrl2'. Table 9 shows the present value of cost~ and benefits for exclusive 

lane and priority entry treatments considered in San Antonio. The B/C ratio 

for the HOV lane under LOS E conditions is based on utilization by 60 buses 

and 660 carpools, producing a throughput of 4940 persons per hour. In the 

year 2000, one-sixth of that number of buses, one-third that number of car

pools, and less than one,...fourth that person ... flow could be expected on an 

I-lOE exclusive HOV lane, Thus, since the expected direct costs should not be 

significantly different from tha,t shown in Table 9, and since the benefits 

should be less than half that shown, it is concluded that the costs of an 

exclusive HOV lane on Interstate 10 East would considerably exceed the expected 

benefits. 



Table 9i Pre~ent Value of Direct Costs and Direct Benefits· for Typical 
HOY Improvement 'Mea~·ure~n 20 Y'e&r Analysis Period, 10% Discount Rate 

Alternative HOV 
Measure 

Reversible HOV Median Lane 
Costs Pe~Mile (20 yr.) 

Construction 
Operation & Maint. 
Total 

Benefits Per Mile (20 yrs.) 
Travel Time Savings 

HOV Traffic 
Mixed~flow Traffic 

-- Freeway Lbs Prior to 
'Provision of-~V Measure· 

D 

$4,000,000 
170,000 

$4,170,000 

$ 510,000 
640,000 

E 

$4,000,000 
170,000 

$4,170,000 

$1,590,000 
2,060,000 

1,068,60G ------------------- --fue-1-_---~~-----~--------- -----~~--+--H 1 ,9-19-,-eBC 
Accident Reduction 
Total Benefits 

B/C Ratio 

Priority Entry Ramp 
Cost Per Ramp {20 yr.) 
Operation & Maint. (20 yr:) 
Total Cost 

Benefits Per Ramp (20 yr.) 
HOV Travel Time Savings 
Fuel 
Total Benefits 

B/C Ratio 

890,000 1,530,000 
$3,100,000 $7,150,000 

0.7 1.7 

$ 50,000 $ 50,000 
90,000 90,000 

$ 140,000 $ 140,000 

$ 70,000 $ 140,000 
100,000 160,000 

$ . 170,000 $ 300,000 
1.2 2.1 

Source: "Priority Treatment for High-Occupancy Vehicles in San Antonio, 
Texas," Texas Transportation Institute, June 1981. 
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Inters:ta, te 1 a W'est 

The Public Trans-it Adrntntstrati·on estimates hlOW will be used by 15 

buses in the morning pes,k by 2000, 

Carpool Usage 

An exclusive lane for t""lOW, if needed during this century, would 

serve to bypass congestion between Mesa St, and Executive Center Boulevard. 

Again, to serve its intended purpose an exclusive HOV lane would need 

to extend beyond anticipated congestion to a terminus somewhere between 

Sunland Park and Mesa. Data from Figure 16 indicate that about 2400 daily 

CBD work trips will originate west of Sunland Park, Assuming that half of 

these trips occur in the peak (1200) and that 6 percent would be eligible 

for an exclusive lane, about 70 carpools would use the lane initially. 

Assuming a short-term increase of 70 percent, approximately 120 carpools 

wou]d use an exclusive lane in the year 2000, 

·Total Usa_ge 

HOV lane utilization by 140 vehicles (approximately 1050 persons) 

would be expected during each peak period. 

Effectiveness 

Utilization of an exclusive median HOV lane on I-lOW should be even less 

than that on J ... lOE, following the same rationale presented for I-lOE, it 

is concluded that the provision of an exclusive HOV lane on Interstate 10 

West is not cost-effective this century. 
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There s-hould oe ~dequate uttltzation of all recommended priority entry 

locati-ons. In fact, ramp capacity wt11 probably be a limiting factor at several 

locations. In the event that the priority bypass ramps cannot accommodate 

the HOV demand generated.; it may be necessary to provide for priority entry ~t 

additional locations, or to consider redefining carpools as vehicles with 3+ 

occupants instead of 2+ occupants, On-site occupancy studies should indicate 

the desirability of such actions. 

Adequate utilization of an exclusive lane is not expected in either 

corridor this century. 

Cost and Implementation Time 

It is estimated that implementation of priority entry will require 6-12 

months once a decision is made, The minimum cost of a typical priority 

bypass lane is $5-5,000, There are indications that, depending on the 

magnitude of construction, costs could approach $70,000 perTamp. 
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CQNCEFTUAI... ~ESIGN AND OPERATION OF PRlORlTY MEASURES 

Previous sections have determined that priority entry ramps can be effectively 

utilized within the 20.-.year planning horizon on both r .. lOE and l-lOtif. This 

section primarily focuses on design and operational concerns associated with 

incorporating priority entry ramps at selected locations on Interstate 10. 

It appears that this method will provide sufficient capacity to accommodate 

the projected HOV travel needs until at least the late 1990s. 

The design and operation of priority entry ramps are not extremely com

plicated, but there are. several considerations.that will be discussed in a 

general manner and related to specific ramps. 

Compatibility with Department Plans 

The Department has proposed an expansion (from 6 to 8 lanes) of the free

way section between Yarbrough and Paisano. Since the expansion will be 

accommodated on the outsides of the existing cross section, consideration 

should be given to locating ramp meters and raised medians (between priority 

and non-priority lanes) so that they will not conflict with future construction. 

No other major improvements that would affect these recommendations are planned .. 

Priority Entry Ramp Operations 

. Two priority entry concepts that can be incorporated into the existing 

freeway cross section are shown in Figures 18 and 19. The design shown in 

Figure 18 is preferred because the ramp for HOVs is completely separate from 

the non-priority ramp. This separation eliminates conflicts between priority 

and non-priority ramp traffic a.t the merge point. I't also enhances a low 

violation rate by making it difficult for non ..... priority drivers to determine if 

police are present at the priority ramp. Non .... priority traffic would utilize 

the left lane of the frontage road for storage in the ramp meter queue,. 
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Eligible vehicles would bypE~ss them in the next lE~ne a.nd proceed to the down~ 

strea.m ra.mp to enter the freew~y~ 

Due to verttcfll curva.ture constra tnts e.>r other -geometri-c 1'roblems, some 

ra.mps may have to be built like the example shown in Figure 19, The existing 

ramp would be widened and a narrow raised median installed to separate the 

priority and non-priority vehicles, The HOVs would be forced to reduce their 

speed due to the possibility of lateral interference on the ramp approach and 

at the freeway merge point. All priority entry ramps on I-lOE will, with minor 

modifications, fit these two general types. 

The design of the existing ramps at the recommended priority entry locations 

on I-lOW, Mesa St. and Executive Center Blvd., is generally compatible with the 

priority entry concept shown in Figure 19, except that there are no frontage 

roads on I-lOW. Although the Sunland Park Dr. entrance ramp is not included 

in the initial priority entry recommendations, it is possible that traffic 

conditions may indicate the need for priority entry at that location. There

fore, one possible operational concept is a loop ramp with priority bypass as 

presented in Figure 20. This concept would require that the ramp be widened 

about eight feet on the inside of the loop to provide room for two separate 

lanes. The ramp meter signal would be located at the end of the raised median 

separation, about 150'-170' from the freeway intersection. Because the 

queues on westbound Sunland Park are already long, and should get longer, the 

right lane in the westbound direction would need to be reserved for HOVs. 

· ·rnterst~te ··1 o East 
-. . 
Appendix A documents the peak"<:',hour vo 1 umes of we~tbound entra.nce n~mps on 

t~lOE. Using these data~ geometric considerations and analyses of impacts of 

metering on traffic, it has been determined that the entrance ramps at 
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Yarbro!jgh~ Hawki.ns and ~eronimo would be- the best three locations to initially 

i nsta.ll ramp -metering w-ith priority entry, Y'arbrough was chosen because the . . . 

ramp volume is the highest on 1.--lOE, There is enough room to install a 

separate priority entry ramp inbound of the general traffic ramp at this location, 

as shown in Figure 21, The second highest volume in the area is at McRae; 

however, since this is the next ramp downstream of Yarbrough, and thus would 

be the primary diversion route for Yarbrough traffic, it should not be metered. 

The McRae ramp should operate wall, even with the diverted traffic, since a main 

lane is added at this location for a total of three inbound lanes. 

The next metered ramp would be Hawkins, three entrances from Yarbrough. 

It has the third highest volume in the section and one of the longest storage 

lengths, over 1,000 feet. Airway~ the next inbound ramp, will be used as the 

diversion for Hawkins. The typical design shown in Figure 18 is applicable

at the Hawkins priority entry location. 

The Geronimo ramp, just inbound of Airway, could be the next priority 

ramp due to its relatively high volume and few geometric constraints (See 

Figure 19 for typical layout). Diverted traffic could use the Trowbridge and 

Paisano entrances. Data from travel speed studies indicate an increase in 

speed inbound of Geronimo. 

Providing priori:ty entry at the Trowbridge ramp would be difficult due 

to the braided ramps at that location, The entrance ramp has some rather 

severe vertical curves, a less than desirable sight distance and inadequate 

width for expansion of the lane to include an HOV bypass. The Paisano ramp 

currently oper&tes well due to low volumes and the addition of a main -

lane beginning wtth this r&mp. Metering of upstre&m ramps should divert some 

traffic to this ramp. 

Together, the three ramps proposed for metering and priority entry con ... 

tribute 26 percent of the inbound I--lOE traffic from Americas to the CBD, and 
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37 percent of the traffic originating east of the N/S Freeway. The proposed 

project represents a good first step in managing congestion on this segment 

of freeway. 

Interstate 10 West 

The inbound ramps at Mesa St. and Executive Center Blvd. are the recom

mended locations for HOV priority treatment on !-lOW. Recent widening of the 

tviesa St. ramp greatly minimizes the modification necessary to accommodate 

priority entry. Construction of a physical separation (a narrow, raised median) 

and the installation of a ramp meter signal are virtually all that would be 

required (Figure 22). Since dual left turns are permitted from Mesa St. onto 

the ramp, it would be desirable to reserve the rightmost of the two turning 

lanes for HOVs, thus minimizing lane changing on the ramp. 

Executive Center Blvd. is the next location inbound at which initial 

~riority entry should be consi<lered. Construction of ~an HOV bypass lane 

similar to Figure 19 is recbmmendd far late in this decade. 

Freeway operating conditions inbound of Executive Center are expected to 

be at LOS C or better through the 1990s. Therefore no further improvements 

are recommended at this time. 

Exclusive HOV Lane Operation 

Interstate 10 East 

While is does not appear that an exclusive reversible lane will be war

ranted before the year 2000, continued monitoring of the traffic situation 

may change current projections. Such a lane, however, is physically feasible 

and it is useful to examine the possible operation of a lane for any conflicts 

or problems that may be encountered. 
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The 1 ane would begin tnbcyund of Y'~rbrough. with concyrrent~.fl ow l~nes being 

cQn~tructe.d ~n tb.e. tn~i'de :?·b.!\H:tlders 1 ~dJ~cent to toe general tra·fftc lane$~ 

These concurrent~fhw· lqnes would a11owvehtc1es to make a smooth transition 

tnto the HCV lane tn the 1l'lor>ntng and be\CK inti;') the general traffic in the 

evening, The concurrent.,..f1 ow· 1 anes would extend for 0. 25 to 0. 50 mi 1 e 

inbound to the 5egtnntng of the phystcally s-eparated HOV lane. Figure 23 

presents three different end treatments fo;" a median HOV lane. These three 

concepts-.were developed as a part of a detailed feasibility study for Inter

state 10 in San Antonio~2. The directions and dimensions shown do not 

necessarily apply to El p·aso. These are designed to minimize certain operational 

and safety problems. More study will be·needed to identify the best of these 

~:>r other alternatives? but the median opening has been successfully handled 

in other cases (e.g., I-70! Da_niel Boone Freeway, St. Louis). 

A typical cross section with and without a median HOV lane is shown in 

Figure 24 (a and b). The number of general traffic lanes is different in 

places, but the HOV lane and the inside shoulders will remain the same~through .. 

out most of the project. · The cross section shown is 10 feet wider with the 

HOV lane than without. The only way a median HOV lane can be accommodated 

without widening the freeway is to eliminate one inside shoulder. HOV lane, 

main lane and shoulder widths will chbnge near locations with median columns~ 

The lane will be routed on one side of the columns, forcing a decrease in 

HOV lane, shoulder and main lane widths, ~s shown in Figure 25. A reduced 

operating speed will be required on the HOV lane in these sections, 

Midpoint Entry Possibilities 
~· .. . . . -

The distqnce between Y?~rrbrough qnd Ra.ynold~ (the qnttcipqted limits 

of congesttonl 1$ a.rproxim~te1y ~-h mile~, Thus-e it would seem useful to 

provide some intermediate access points, Cielo Vista Mall, west of Hawkins, 
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ts ne~ar the mtdw~y potnt (!>f the c~nses,ted s·ectton a,nd the e~.reP. &roynd the mall 

iflay prevtcte exce11 ent oppQrtunttte~ f"r a.n elevated rqmJll to t['te medtan lane, 

A carpool staging a,rea,? and/"r a ~&rk~.and,,Rtde l"t~ 1lJ~.Y also be incorporated 

in the destgn. By the ttme tots lane t!f in toe planning stages~ land use in 

the area around the Mall may have drastically changed; therefore, no specific 

site planning is attempted at this time, These possibilities will need to be 

examined further at this and other locations. 

Interstate 10 West 

The need for an intermediate implementation time, intermediate cost high

occupancy vehicle improvement on I-lOW was not identified. 
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CONCLUSIQNS 

This study evaluated the needs for priority treatment of high~occupancy 

vehicles for a 24,9-~ile section of Interstate 10 in El Paso. This freeway 

serves both sides of the city and was evaluated as two separate facilities: 

Interstate 10 East (I-lOE), which runs 16,5 miles from the CBD to Americas 

Avenue (FM 375), and Interstate 10 West (I-lOW), which extends 8.4 miles to 

the Northwest to Mesa Street (US-80, SH-20). At present there is no immediate 

need to implement any priority measures. Level-of-service (LOS) C operations 

during the peak hours are typical on both ·facilities, with some short sections 

of I-lOE experiencing short-duration LOS D conditions. 

However, due to the lead time required to implement certain priority 

measures, the need for such improvements §hould be anticipated in order to 

permit the improvements to be operational by the time the need has developed. 

Interstate 10 East has experienced one of the fastest growth rates in the 

State in recent years, a trend that is likely to continue in some sections. 

Traffic volumes approaching 150,000 vehicles per day (vpd) are expected by the 

year 2000. Volumes are expected to more than double on I-lOW by the mid-to

late 1980s, and approach 125,000 vpd by 2000. This growth suggests that the 

need for priority improvements may develop. 

The needs, if any, for priority treatment were evaluated for the time and 

funding levels listed below. 

• Short if!Jpl~mentat1on.time, low c9st; Priority measu~es such as signal 
preempt1on and pnor1ty entry for hlgh ... occupancy veh1cles are 
representative of this· type of improvement, 

1 · !ntermedjate_ impl ementaEion time, in~er~ediate c~st. Priority m~asures 
1n this category would mclude contraflow lanes and one-lane med1an 
bus ways. 
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t L9rt£JJV1P)~Wert~~jp~ ~.iflle.~_'v~rt. pt~~.:~9~~! Multilqne HOY fB.cilities would 
be representC~tweof th'is type or lfT!prc>vementr 

Due to the relatively l<;~w bus volumes in El r:>aso? any priority measure 

implemented should be capable of serving carpools. 

Interstate< lD-'·East 

It was estimated that, given the present cross section of r ... lOE which 

varies from 4 to 10 lanes, a need for a low .. cost, short implementation time 

improvements might develop late in this decade. Priority entry was identified 

as the most applicable technique. A need for an intermediate implementation 

time, intermediate cost improvement is not anticipated this century. Within 

the 20-year planning horizon considered in this study~ a need for a long 

implementation time,_ very high cost priority improvement was not identified. 

rrtori ty E!ltry 

Once freeway operating conditions approach long-duration LOS D, 

implementation of priority entry at selected 1 ocati ons should''be ~considered. 

It is not intended that all ramps would be metered; however, if the Department 

e 1 ects to meter a 11 ramps for opera tiona 1 purposes, then priority bypass 1 anes 

should be provided at all locations where geometrically feasible. Initially, 

priority entry should be considered at three locations -- Yarbrough, Hawkins, 

and Geronimo. Buses plus carpools (2 or more occupants) would be allowed to 

use the priority bypass lanes, It is estimated that, in 1985 nearly 1200 

vehicles would use the three priority bypasses~ representing 30 percent of 

the vehiclesand 43 percent of the persons accommodated at the three locations. 

Priority entry &t the three locations would requirea capital expenditure 

Clf a,pproxtfT!ately $150:000 ... $200~000 {J 981 dollars L Implementt\ti on time for these 

treatments would be about six 111onths~ thus~ no immediate action is needed at· 

this time. Once the need for priority entry is evident, the· improvements can 
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be implemented rather rP-pidlyt Improvements in re;mp construction or (J;l_ign,., 

ment made at any of these 1Qc&tions in the interim should include f'lrovisions 

for future implementation of priority bypass lanes. Enforcement is a major 

concern in planning and implementing this priority measure, 

lnterstate 10 West 

Short implementation time, low cost improvements (priority entry) may be 

needed on this facility in the late 1980s, Within the 20-year planning 

horizon, a need for more extensive improvements was not identified. 

Prior.i ty Jnt_ry 

Priority bypass ramps should be considered initially at two locations--

Mesa St. and Executive Center Boulevard. These locations appear best suited 

to low-cost measures because they will carry high volumes and require the least 

geometric modifications. Each of these two locations would provide priority 

entry for about 600 vehicles per hour and cost $58,000-$70,000. 

Concl ud_i ng_ 9bse~v~~~ O!l_ 

Due to the implementation times associated with the improvements and the 

projected time until those improvements are needed, the Department does not 

need to take any immediate actions. This report documents what improvements 

may be needed, but sufficient time exists to allow the Department to wait to 

see if the need does~ indeed~ develop, If so, to the extent possible? provision 

of the HOV priority measures $hould be undertaken in conjunction with other 

improvements planned by the Department for Interstate 10, 
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APPENDIX A ,...,.. CBD WORK TRIP ESTIMATES 
. - -· ~ ,. - - . -· . . ~ - . 

Estimating CBD_ Auto Work Trips _Ent~rjng_ -~~~tbound __ I~t~rs~a_te 10 East 

This analysis is based on past research conducted by.TTI in Houston and 
~---~~~ --------- ---~------ ~----~---~----~--------~------------ ---~- ----------~ 

San Antonio. Three independent estimates are formulated, and the average used 

to estimate the number of auto work trips to the El Paso CBD via I-lOE. 

Work Trips, Estimate 1 

rt· has been found that the work trips into the CBD can be estimated as 

between 6 and 12 percent of ADT count closest to the CBD (Table A-1). 

~---~rnHouston, the average proportion of CBD...,bound traffic was 9.6 percent; 

whereas in San Antonio, approximately 6,2 percent of the traffic was destined 

for the CBD. The 1979 ADT on I-lOE near Cotton Street is given as 97,600 

vehicles (State Traffic Map). Using the non-weighted average of Houston and 

San Antonio data, the number of work trips on I-lOE is determined as follows: 

97,600 Vehicles x 7.9% auto work trips= 7710 auto work trips to 
CBD on I-lOE. 

Work Trips, Estimate 2 

The City of El Pas.o estimated that 1980 CBD employment was 19,000 persons. 

Several factors are applied to this figure to arrive at an estimate for auto 

work trips to the CBD via freeways. 

1 Assume that, on any given workday, approximately 10 percent of the 
workers will be absent from work due to sickness, travel, vacation 
etc. 

1 Using information from TTl studies performed in Houston and San 
Antonio, it is estimated that 60 percent of the El Paso CBD 
workers arrive in downtown via the freeway system. (The corresponding 
value for Houston is 67 percent and for San Antonio is 80 percent). 

1 Auto occupancy for urban travel during the peak period is 1.27. 
This number was derived from auto occupancy studies conducted 
by the SDHPT in E1 Paso. 
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Table A .. l: CBD Work Trips as Percent of ADT for Houston and San Antonio 
Radial Freeways. 

Auto l1ork ADT Closest Work Trips as 
Preewa,y Trips to CBD to CBD a Percent of ADT 

Eastex {H)l 8,100 107,000 7.6% 
Gulf (H) 13,800 165,000 - 8.4 
Southwest (H) 15,800 134,000 11.8 
Katy(H) 11,500 106,000 10.8 
North {H) 11,200 120,000 9.3 
I-35N (SA)2 10,800 152,000 7.1 
us 281 (SA) 7,400 126,000 5.9 
I-10W (SA) 12,200 200,000 6.1 
US 90W (SA) 9,100 - 152,000 6.0 
I-35S (SA) 6,800 114,000 6.0 

Non-Weighted Average 7.9% 

1 Houston data is for 1975. 

2 San Antonio data is projected. 
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TherefoY'e: 

CBD Employment X Percent of X Percent of CBD ~ Auto = Auto Work . 
workers on workers using Occupancy trips to CBD 
job any day freeways via the freeways 

19,000 X 90% X 60% + 1.27 = 8079 

Using the Department Traffic Volume Maps~ it was found that I-lOE 
carried 65 percent of the total freeway volume entering the CBD 
(based on ADT values). 

Trips to x Percent of trips =Auto work trips on I-lOE 
CBD on I-lOE 

8079 X 65% = . 5251 

Work Trips, Estimate 3 

trips 

A trip production matrix prepared by the SDHPT was used to estimate the 

number of CBD-bound work trips that are generated in the eastern sector. 

Table A-2 shows the sectors, the number of CBD work trips generated, and the 

proportion of those trips allocated to I-lOE. The remainder of trips were 

assumed to use other routes, including the Border Highway and arterial streets. 

The total number of work trips using I-lOE is estimated as 8129. 

Work Trips, Final Estimate 

Estimates 1, 2, and 3 are averaged to obtain a value for use in this study. 

Estimate 1 

Estimate 2 
Estimate 3 

Average 

89 

Total I-lOE 
Work Trips 

7,710 
5,251 
8,129 

7,030 



Table A .. 2. Work Trips to CBD Using I~lOE, Based on Trip Production Summary 

Total# 
X 

% Using = Total on I-lOE 
Sector # to CBD r .. 1oE to CBD 

13 569 80% 455 
14 1089 80% 871 
15 1894 30% 568 
16 1701 35% 595 
17 419 20% 84 
18 1741 40% 696 
19 923 70% 646 
21 944 70% 661 
22 834 80% 667 
23 1531 40% 612 
24 1356 90% 1220 
25 259 60% 155 
26 592 90% 533 
27 421 50% 211 
28 222 70% 155 

Total I-10 Traffic 8129 



Distributf0n ef~l980'~Work Trips on I-lOE 

Knowing the number of vehicles entering the CBD on the I.,..lOE freeway 

and given an estimate of the number of vehicles entering that freeway before 

Americas Avenue and destined for downtown, it is assumed that the remaining 

trips may be factored to the entrance ramr>s based on the overall ramp volume. 

Prom the td p production summary, it is estimated that 220 vehicles bound for 

the CBD enter the I-lOE freeway upstream of Americas Avenue. Therefore, the 

number of trips to distribute to the ramps is; 

Number of Tota 1 
CBD Work TriRS 

7030 

CBD Work Trips 
originating before 
the Americas Avenue 

220 

= 

= 

Number of trips 
on I-lOE West of 
Americas Avenue 

6810 

The total of all entrance ramp volumes was computed, and then used to find 

the percentage of the total that each ramp represented. This percentage was 

applied to the number of work trips to achieve an estimate of the number of 

CBD work trips entering at each ramp. Table A-3 shows ramp volume by location. 

Tables A ... 4 thru A ... ll summarize the above computations performed for 

the years 1980, 1985 and 2000 for both I-lOE and I- lOW. The resulting values 

are used to deve16p the data shown in Figures 13 and 14. 



Table A~3. Distribution of 1980 Entering Ramp Volumes for Westbound Interstate 
10 East. · 

Ramp Hourly Percent Cumulative 
Location Volume of Total ,Percent 

Lorna land 1250 9 9 
Yarbrough 1650 12 21 
McRae 1290 10 31 
Hunter 870 6 37 
Hawkins 1050 8 45 
Airway 950 7 52 
Geronimo 750 6 58 
Trowbridge 710 5 63 
Paisa no 610 5 68 
Raynolds 520 4 72 
N/S Freeway 2330 17 89 
Co pia 700 5 94 
Piedras 700 5 99 
Cotton 200 1 100 

13,580 



Table A ... 4, Estimate #1 ~ CBD Work Trips on f.,-10 E and 1~10 W for 1980, 
1985, and 2000. · 

Estimated Percent Auto Estimated Auto 
freeway Year ADT Work Trips Work Trips to CBD 

1980 97~600 7.9 7710 
r,.lo E 1985 111 ,600 7.9 8816 

2000 126,000 7.9 9954 
.. - .. 

1980 51,000 7.9 4029 
I~.l 0 W 1985 92,100 7.9 7276 

2000 102,500 7.9 8098 

Table A ... 5. Estimate #2, CBD Work Trips on 1 .. 10 E and 1~10 W for 1980, 
1985, and 2000. 

CBD Percent Percent Auto Percent 
.Freeway Year Empl. on Duty Using Occup. Using 

All Fwys, Spec. Fwy. 

1980 19,000 90 60 1 .27 65 
I-10 E 1985 20,000 90 65 1.27 51 

2000 21 ,3001 90 70 1.27 52 
.. 

1980 19,000 90 60 1.27 35 
I-10 W 1985 20,000 90 65 1.27 49 

2000 21,300 90 70 1.27 48 

Est. 
Auto 

Work Trips 

5251 
4698 
5494 

2828 
4514 
5072 

1 Source: City of El Paso, Department of Planning, Research and Development 
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Table A--6. 1985 Estimate #3, Work Trips to CBD Using I..-10 E, Based on Trip 
Production Summary 

Sector # Total # X % Using = Total on I-10 E 
to CBD I'.-lOE to CBD 

13 1542 80% 1234 
14 1762 80% 1410 
15 2309 30% 693 
16 1732 35% 606 
17 . 397 20% 79 
18 1852 40% 741 
19 865 70% 606 
21 1023 70% 716 
22 850 80% 680 
23 . 1972 40% 789 
24 1286 90% 1157 
25 1380 60% 828 
26 1587 90% 1428 
27 857 50% 429 
28 829 70% 580 

Total 1 ... 10 E Traffic 11 '976 

Table A-7. 2000 Estimate #3, Work Trips to CBD Using I-10 E, Based 6n Trip 
Production Summary. 

Sector # Total # % Using Total on I-10 E 
to CBD X I-lOE = to CBD 

13 1794 80% 1435 
14 2034 80% 1627 
15 3070 30% 921 
16 1822 35% 638 
17 377 20% 75 
18 1926 40% 770 
19 1081 70% 757 
21 1022 70% 715 
22 1072 80% 858 
23 2081 40% 832 
24 1503 90% 1353 
25 -1435 60% 861 
26 1696 90% 1526 
27 815 50% 408 
28 1689 70% 1182 

Total 1~10 E Traffic 13,958 
---
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Table-A~8. 1980 Estimate #3, Work Trips to CBD on 1~10 W, Based 
on Trip Production Summary. 

Sector# Total # X % Using = Total on I-10 W 
to CBD r .. 1ow to CBD 

8 2475 40% 990 
9 147 30% 44 

10 965 50% 483 
11 942 80% 754 
12 1095 80% 876 --

5624. Total I-10 Traffic 3,147 

Table A-9. 1985 Estimate #3, Work Trips to CBD on I-10 W, Based on 
Trip Production Summary. 

Sector # Total # X % Using = Total on I-10 W 
to CBD !-lOW to CBD 

8 3320 40% 1328 
9 109 30% 33 

10 1255 50% 628 
11 1563 85% 1329 
12 2921 85% 2629 --

9168 Total I-10 Traffic 5.801 
- . - . 

Table A-10. 2000 Estimate #3, Work Trips to CBD on I-10 W, Based on 
Trip Production Summary. 

Sector # Total # X % Using = Total on I-·10 W 
to CBD I- lOW to CBD 

8 3245 40% 1298 
9 92 30% 28 

10 1350 50% 675 
11 1497 90% 1347 
12 4014 90% 3613 

10198 Total 1 ... 10 Traffic 6,961 
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Table A~ll. Summary of CBD Work Trip Estimates for 1~10 E and I-10 W. 

Year 
Freeway Estimate # 1980 1985 2000 

1 7710 8816 9954 
I-1 0 E 2 5251 4698 5494 

3 8129 11976 13958 -----
Average 7030 8495 9800 

1 4029 7276 8098 
I-10 W 2 2828 4514 5072 

3 3147 5801 6961 --.. -.- --
Average 3335 5864 6710 
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